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WEB NEWS

Money Saving Office365 Alternatives

Word processors have come a long way and now include much of
the same features previously found in desktop publishing software,
such as the ability to create tables and insert media. You can also
collaborate with others on the same documents, making notes and
comments as  corrections  are needed.  This  can  work  in  real-time
through a network.

When your hands are full or busy with multiple tasks, you can skip
the  keyboard  and  dictate  your  thoughts,  notes,  and  other
documents.

Microsoft  Office  has  been  around  for  a  long  time,  and,
understandably, people are pretty familiar with its applications. But
as  more  businesses  and  educational  institutes  switch  to  Google
programs such as Docs and Sheets, it can’t hurt to look at the other
side. And you can save money by switching.

Microsoft Office was launched in 1990 as a suite of apps, including
Word and  Excel. MS Office has grown to include versions for the
web, smartphones and Windows PCs. A subscription model exists
under the name Office 365. While there’s a free, lightweight version
known as Office on the web, if  you want the full  capability of the
apps, you’ll have to buy the programs outright or subscribe to them.
Either method is an expensive proposition.

Google programs such as Docs and Sheets are free to use with a
Google account. If  you’re considering a switch,  Google programs,
OpenOffice or LibreOffice will save money.

OpenOffice was the first to challenge MS Office, and LibreOffice is
an offshoot  of  it.  OpenOffice and its offshoot  LibreOffice are two.
They are all so similar, you should simply pick the one you like the
most. Each includes replacements for Word, Excel and a database
program, plus more.

Free is good, but getting the same usable features and not having
to pay for it is great!

One of my mentors taught me early on, every dollar you don't spend
adds a dollar to your profits. Good advice for any business owner!
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HOW TO

CVE-2022-30287  RCE  Vulnerability  reportedly  discovered  in
Horde

An RCE vulnerability was recently discovered in horde, which can be
exploited with the only requirement being that the victim opens a
malicious email. More information about this vulnerability is in the
link below:
https://blog.sonarsource.com/horde-webmail-rce-via-email/

Description
The discovered code vulnerability (CVE-2022-30287) allows an
authenticated user of a Horde instance to execute arbitrary code on
the underlying server. The vulnerability exists in the default
configuration and can be exploited without knowledge of the
configuration of the targeted Horde instance.

We've opened an internal case for our development team to
investigate this further. For reference, the case number is CPANEL-
40754. We are hopeful a solution is made available for this product
very soon.

Workaround
Our development team is actively working on a resolution for this
issue. Until this is published, we have disabled Horde from our
servers. An alternate webmail choice is available from your normal
login.

MARKETING

An  often  overlooked  but  essential  part  of  content  creation
called CTA

CTA,  short  for  Call-to-Action,  is  a  button  or  similar  standalone
indicator on a website or email, landing page, etc. A CTA asks the
reader to take action,  namely clicking.  Usually,  the reader is then
redirected to another page where they can sign up for a service or
make a purchase.

Call-to-action  is  how  content  marketing  delivers  consequential
outcomes. A well-crafted CTA will  amplify your content, your traffic
will improve, your leads will increase, and it will convert your readers
into customers.

After guiding the user through your proposition, you use a prompt to
ask  for  the sale.  This  prompt  is  the call-to-action.  In  addition  to
persuading  readers  to  take  action,  a  compelling  CTA  explains
precisely what the user should do and how they should go about it.

The most important part of writing good CTA content is remembering
that this is the part you get as direct as possible. After spending the
greater part of your user journey giving them indirect prompts, CTA
is where the wordings are a clear-cut pitch to take action.

Speaking of being direct, there are scenarios where being indirect is
better,  e.g.,  when  the user  is not  ready to jump into a purchase
decision  immediately.  They  may  need  more  information  before
committing to the pitch made through the primary CTA. That’s where
you can deploy a transitional CTA.



A transitional CTA is a smaller, more indirect CTA that is given below
the main CTA. Typically, a transitional CTA will have text like ‘Learn
More’, or ‘Read Our Testimonials’. These let the user stay within the
funnel and not bounce from your page.

ASK A TECH

Q: My current host won't release my web site so I can transfer it
to AmeriWeb. Who actually owns my web site?
A: You should have a contract or agreement with the designer of
your  site.  Hopefully this will  state who owns your  code.  For  web
sites  designed  by  AmeriWeb  Hosting,  your  web  site  is
ALWAYS  yours  (once  paid  for).  We  make  no  claim  as  far  as
ownership. Likewise, if we register or manage your domain name, it
is yours and we make no claim on it. You are free to transfer either
any time you wish without penalty.

AmeriNews is published approximately 10 times a year
by AmeriWeb Hosting for our customers, friends and those curious about our business.

If you have a question for our ASK A TECH section, email it to
support@ameriwebhosting.com
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